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The editors of this book knew what they didn't want when they called on New Zealand writers to to pay tribute to
women's friendships: not sentiment, not sociology, not celebrity chat.

Copyright ,,,,,, by Magic Dragon Multimedia. All rights reserved Worldwide. May not be reproduced without
permission. May be posted electronically provided that it is transmitted unaltered, in its entirety, and without
charge. Acapulco -- Automan B: Fabian of the Yard -- The Fuzz G: Jacks and Knaves -- Juliet Bravo K: Katts
and Dog -- Kolchak: Naked City -- N. Paris -- The Pursuers Q: The Saint -- Switch T: Taggart -- Twin Peaks
U: Van Der Valk -- Vendetta W: Yellowthread Street -- Zero One Facts checked against references including:
They pose as photographers. Filmed in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. Online AD Police Files Japan Animated Set
in "MegaTokyo" in AD, relentless technological development has resulted in the creation of Boomers,
artificially intelligent androids with the potential to free mankind from physical labor. But anything that can be
used can also be misused Contains Nudity, Violence, Adult Situations. Frederic Dannay, Manfred Bennington
Lee [see: Uniquely, for its day, featured a villain as anti-hero. Unshown pilot made in with Cedric Hardwicke.
Mike Waring also known as The Falcon is a freelance investigator. Adapted from a long running film series.
Syndicated ; British Patrol Inspector Paul Derek roams the jungles of East Africa, battling gun-runners, ivory
poachers, smugglers, and vapid teleplays. The on-location filming was high-quality. Japp later Chief Insp.
Alfred Hitchcock; Theme Music: Introduced by Hitchcock, who personally directed 20 episodes. Literally
hundreds of stars appeared in front of or behind the camera. The New Alfred Hitchcock Presents. BSB ; 1
minute episode; 21 minute episodes; Created by: The show focusses on one of them, and his family, trying to
assimilate into human society. The husband renamed George Francisco becomes a cop. Adapted from the film
of the same name. Since the series ended, there have been occasional minute TV Movies: Malone, who solves
many mysteries. Adapted from a radio series of the same name. Mystery Movie ; 20 May ? Cancelled after 3
episodes. The minute episode is a pilot TV Movie. Anna Lee UK: John Milton Kennedy as Mr. Crime
Interrogator, and H. Allen Smith as Mr. A show in two parts: In the second half, attorney John Egan tries to
set him free. Two mismatched cops are followed on duty by a TV crew; crudely parodying the many "reality"
shows i. Douglas Heyes adapted from the Novels: Tom Scott, Mike Melvoir; Producer: Tough cops headed by
Deputy Commissioner Matthew Gower; adapted from film of the same name. Army track down valuables
looted by the Nazis in World War II, and becomes involved in other spy situations. TV Movie pilot starring
Roy Schieder: BBC1 ; Glen A. Larson; 1 minute episode; 12 minute episode; Thursday 8: Computer genius
cop creates a three-dimensional super-cop. ITV ; 6 minute episodes; Executive Producers: Aaron Spelling,
Douglas S. Stryker 13 Feb ? ITV ; 12 minute episodes; Executive Producers: Tom Selleck, Burt Reynolds;
Producer: Stryker, Vietnam Vet, is a private detective working in Palm Beach, Florida, while living on a
houseboat. ITV 17 minute episodes including pilot ; Creators: Richard Levinson, William Link; Music: Billy
Goldenberg; Executive Producer: Polish-American Thomas Banacek is a freelancer for insurance companies;
he tracks down stolen goods. Los Angeles-based private detective in the s. Banyon was provided a new
secretary each week,free, by Peggy Revere, who owned a secretarial school. Richard Alan Simmons; Starring:
ITV , 80 minute episodes; Creator: Roy Huggins, Bernard L. Kowalski, Anthony Spinner; Producer: Revamp
of Toma []. Charlie Barlow; Neil Stacy as A. Fenton; Norman Crner as Det. Rees; Derek Newark as Det.
Retired private detective Barnaby Jones, when his son is murdered, has to run the family detective business
again. Broadcast live, this featured a newspaper reporter and his secretary solving crimes, mostly murder.
Sponsor pulled plug after 13 weeks American Tobacco Co. Danny Arnold, Theodore J. Danny Arnold, Roland
Kibbee; Producer: Chris Hayward; Police Sitcom. Great ensemble acting, clever scripts. Bob Kane; Theme
Music: Neal Hefti theme , Nelson Riddle; Producer: Howie Horowitz; Executive Producer: Battery Park 23
March ? Tom Fontana; Executive Producers: Two cops as partners: Mike Dorigan and Zane Marinelli. Frank
Ricotti; Executive Producer: ITV ; 2 minute episodes; Sequel: ITV ; 4 minute episodes; Bellamy 26 June ?
ITV ; 26 minute episodes; Executive Producer: Bergerac 18 Oct Mar UK: Seven Network ; Creator: Robert
Banks Stewart; Title Music: He has a rocky marriage to Deborah, and millionnaire father-in-law Charlie
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Hungerford is linked to all 84 crimes that Bergerac investigates. American couple spying behind the Iron
Curtain.
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Chapter 2 : daddy, what was like?
It looks better on you: New Zealand women writers on their friendships / edited by Jane Westaway and Tessa Copland.

Chicago â€” Chicago, officially the City of Chicago, is the third-most populous city in the United States.
Chicagos culture includes the arts, novels, film, theater, especially improvisational comedy. Chicago also has
sports teams in each of the major professional leagues. The city has many nicknames, the best-known being
the Windy City, the name Chicago is derived from a French rendering of the Native American word
shikaakwa, known to botanists as Allium tricoccum, from the Miami-Illinois language. The first known
reference to the site of the current city of Chicago as Checagou was by Robert de LaSalle around in a memoir,
henri Joutel, in his journal of , noted that the wild garlic, called chicagoua, grew abundantly in the area. In the
midth century, the area was inhabited by a Native American tribe known as the Potawatomi, the first known
non-indigenous permanent settler in Chicago was Jean Baptiste Point du Sable. Du Sable was of African and
French descent and arrived in the s and he is commonly known as the Founder of Chicago. The Potawatomi
were forcibly removed from their land after the Treaty of Chicago in , on August 12,, the Town of Chicago
was organized with a population of about Within seven years it grew to more than 4, people, on June 15,, the
first public land sales began with Edmund Dick Taylor as U. The City of Chicago was incorporated on
Saturday, March 4,, as the site of the Chicago Portage, the city became an important transportation hub
between the eastern and western United States. Chicagos first railway, Galena and Chicago Union Railroad,
and the Illinois, the canal allowed steamboats and sailing ships on the Great Lakes to connect to the
Mississippi River. A flourishing economy brought residents from rural communities and immigrants from
abroad, manufacturing and retail and finance sectors became dominant, influencing the American economy.
The Chicago Board of Trade listed the first ever standardized exchange traded forward contracts and these
issues also helped propel another Illinoisan, Abraham Lincoln, to the national stage 2. The town was founded
in , and named for Isaac Newton Van Nuys and it was annexed by Los Angeles on May 22,, after completion
of the Los Angeles Aqueduct, providing it with the water required for further growth. Van Nuys was the first
new stop on the San Fernando Line of the Pacific Electric Railway red cars system, which boosted its early
land sales and commercial success. Some area residents had presented a petition and several original deeds
that stated Sherman Oaks to Braude and they argued that the area was originally a part of Sherman Oaks until
the s, when ZIP codes labeling the area as Van Nuys were established. In the median age for residents was 28,
considered young for city and county neighborhoods, the neighborhood was considered moderately diverse
ethnically within Los Angeles. The breakdown was Hispanics, Mexico and El Salvador were the most
common places of birth for the There were 4, families headed by single parents, or Americans â€” Americans
are citizens of the United States of America. The country is home to people of different national origins. As a
result, Americans do not equate their nationality with ethnicity, although citizens make up the majority of
Americans, non-citizen residents, dual citizens, and expatriates may also claim an American identity. See
Names for United States citizens. S, virgin Islands and Northern Mariana Islands in the 20th century. It also
includes influences of African-American culture, westward expansion integrated the Creoles and Cajuns of
Louisiana and the Hispanos of the Southwest and brought close contact with the culture of Mexico.
Large-scale immigration in the late 19th and early 20th centuries from Southern and Eastern Europe
introduced a variety of elements, immigration from Asia, Africa, and Latin America has also had impact. A
cultural melting pot, or pluralistic salad bowl, describes the way in which generations of Americans have
celebrated and exchanged distinctive cultural characteristics, in addition to the United States, Americans and
people of American descent can be found internationally. As many as seven million Americans are estimated
to be living abroad, the United States of America is a diverse country, racially, and ethnically. Some other race
is also an option in the census and other surveys, people of European descent, or White Americans, constitute
the majority of the million people living in the United States, with They are considered people who trace their
ancestry to the peoples of Europe, the Middle East. Of those reporting to be White American,7,, reported to be
Multiracial, with largest combination being white, additionally, there are 29,, White Hispanics or Latinos. In
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addition, the District of Columbia has a non-white majority, the state with the highest percentage of
non-Hispanic White Americans is Maine. The largest continental ancestral group of Americans are that of
Europeans who have origins in any of the peoples of Europe. This includes people via African, North
American, Caribbean, Central American or South American and Oceanian nations that have a large European
diaspora, the Spanish were the first Europeans to establish a continuous presence in what is now the United
States. Actor â€” An actor is a person who portrays a character in a performance. Simplistically speaking, the
person denominated actor or actress is someone beautiful who plays important characters, the actor performs
in the flesh in the traditional medium of the theatre, or in modern mediums such as film, radio, and television.
Interpretation occurs even when the actor is playing themselves, as in forms of experimental performance art,
or, more commonly, to act, is to create. Formerly, in societies, only men could become actors. When used for
the stage, women played the roles of prepubescent boys. The etymology is a derivation from actor with ess
added. However, when referring to more than one performer, of both sexes, actor is preferred as a term for
male performers. Actor is also used before the name of a performer as a gender-specific term. Within the
profession, the re-adoption of the term dates to the â€”s. As Whoopi Goldberg put it in an interview with the
paper, Im an actor â€” I can play anything. In , the Los Angeles Times stated that Actress remains the term
used in major acting awards given to female recipients. However, player remains in use in the theatre, often
incorporated into the name of a group or company, such as the American Players. Also, actors in
improvisational theatre may be referred to as players, prior to Thespis act, Grecian stories were only expressed
in song, dance, and in third person narrative. In honor of Thespis, actors are commonly called Thespians, the
exclusively male actors in the theatre of ancient Greece performed in three types of drama, tragedy, comedy,
and the satyr play. Western theatre developed and expanded considerably under the Romans, as the Western
Roman Empire fell into decay through the 4th and 5th centuries, the seat of Roman power shifted to
Constantinople and the Byzantine Empire. Records show that mime, pantomime, scenes or recitations from
tragedies and comedies, dances, from the 5th century, Western Europe was plunged into a period of general
disorder 5. In , Washington made his debut with biographical film Antwone Fisher. His second directorial
effort was The Great Debaters, released in , Washingtons third directorial effort, Fences, starring himself and
Viola Davis, was released on December 16, Washington was born in Mount Vernon, New York and his
mother, Lennis Lynne, was a beauty parlor owner and operator born in Georgia and partly raised in Harlem.
That decision changed my life, Washington later said, because I wouldnt have survived in the direction I was
going, the guys I was hanging out with at the time, my running buddies, have now done maybe 40 years
combined in the penitentiary. They were nice guys, but the streets got them, after Oakland, Washington next
attended Mainland High School, a public high school in Daytona Beach, Florida, from to Washington earned
a B. After a period of indecision on which major to study and taking a semester off, Washington worked as
creative director at an overnight summer camp, Camp Sloane YMCA in Lakeville. He participated in a talent
show for the campers and a colleague suggested he try acting. Washington spent the summer of in St, shortly
after graduating from Fordham, Washington made his screen acting debut in the made-for-television film
Wilma, and his first Hollywood appearance in the film Carbon Copy. A major career break came when
Washington starred as Dr. Elsewhere and he was one of only a few African-American actors to appear on the
series for its entire six-year run. He also appeared in television, motion picture and stage roles, such as the
films A Soldiers Story, Hard Lessons. Martin Luther King Jr. He is best known for his role in the advancement
of civil rights using nonviolent civil disobedience based on his Christian beliefs, King became a civil rights
activist early in his career. He led the Montgomery bus boycott and helped found the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference in , with the SCLC, King led an unsuccessful struggle against segregation in Albany,
Georgia, and helped organize the nonviolent protests in Birmingham, Alabama. King also helped to organize
the March on Washington, where he delivered his famous I Have a Dream speech, on October 14,, King
received the Nobel Peace Prize for combating racial inequality through nonviolent resistance. In , he helped to
organize the Selma to Montgomery marches, in the final years of his life, King expanded his focus to include
opposition towards poverty and the Vietnam War, alienating many of his liberal allies with a speech titled
Beyond Vietnam. In , King was planning a national occupation of Washington, D. Day was established as a
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holiday in numerous cities and states beginning in , hundreds of streets in the U. The Martin Luther King Jr. It
was during this time he chose to be called Martin Luther King in honor of the German reformer Martin Luther,
King had Irish ancestry through his paternal great-grandfather, as well as African ancestry. King sang with his
choir at the Atlanta premiere of the movie Gone with the Wind. His mother was an accomplished organist and
choir leader, and she took him to various churches to sing and he received attention for singing I Want to Be
More and More Like Jesus. King later became a member of the choir in his church. King said that his father
regularly whipped him until he was fifteen, King saw his fathers proud and fearless protests against
segregation, such as King Sr. When King was a child, he befriended a boy whose father owned a business near
his familys home. When the boys were six, they started school, King had to attend a school for African
Americans, King lost his friend because the childs father no longer wanted the boys to play together. King
suffered from depression throughout much of his life, in his adolescent years, he initially felt resentment
against whites due to the racial humiliation that he, his family, and his neighbors often had to endure in the
segregated South 7. He has been called one of the greatest and most influential African Americans in history,
Malcolm X was effectively orphaned early in life. His father was killed when he was six and his mother was
placed in a hospital when he was thirteen. In , at age 20, he went to prison for larceny, while in prison,
Malcolm X became a member of the Nation of Islam, and after his parole in , quickly rose to become one of
the organizations most influential leaders. He served as the face of the controversial group for a dozen years.
In his autobiography, Malcolm X wrote proudly of some of the achievements the Nation made while he was a
member. The Nation promoted black supremacy, advocated the separation of black and white Americans, by
March , Malcolm X had grown disillusioned with the Nation of Islam and its leader Elijah Muhammad.
Expressing many regrets about his time with them, which he had come to regard as largely wasted and he
continued to emphasize Pan-Africanism, black self-determination, and black self-defense. Earl was an
outspoken Baptist lay speaker, and he and Louise were admirers of Pan-African activist Marcus Garvey,
Malcolm X later said that white violence killed three of his fathers brothers. When the family home burned in ,
Earl accused the Black Legion, when Little was six, his father died in what was officially ruled a streetcar
accident, though his mother Louise believed Earl had been murdered by the Black Legion. Rumors that white
racists were responsible for his fathers death were widely circulated, as an adult, he expressed conflicting
beliefs on the question. In late she had a breakdown and was committed to Kalamazoo State Hospital. The
children were separated and sent to foster homes, Malcolm and his siblings secured her release 24 years later.
Malcolm Little excelled in high school but dropped out after a white teacher told him that practicing law.
Later Malcolm X recalled feeling that the world offered no place for a career-oriented black man 8. The show
was created by Roy Huggins and Stephen J. Cannell, Huggins created the television show Maverick, which
starred Garner, and he wanted to recapture that magic in a modern day detective setting. Cherokee was owned
by Garner, with partners Meta Rosenberg and Juanita Bartlett, the series theme music by composers Mike Post
and Pete Carpenter was released as a single and went to No. Rockford had served time in Californias San
Quentin Prison in the s due to a wrongful conviction, after five years, he was pardoned. His infrequent jobs as
a private investigator barely allow him to maintain his dilapidated mobile home in a lot on a Malibu. In the
television movies from to , Rockford is living in a trailer that has been enlarged and remodeled.
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Harold Dobey David Soul as Det. Episodes with dates prior to aired as reruns. Barry Shear An unorthodox
pair of tough undercover cops investigate a double homicide only to discover that they are the intended
victims. Pilot for the series. Savage Sunday Season 1, episode 1 W: Texas Longhorn Season 1, episode 2 W:
When the wife of a famous used car tycoon is slain by a pair of crazed drug addicts, Starsky and Hutch have to
move fast to catch the killers before the agonized widower takes the law into his own hands. Death Ride
Season 1, episode 3 W: Driving from San Francisco with the daughter of a crime czar who has agreed to tell
all when the girl arrives, Starsky and Hutch are pursued by killers. Snowstorm Season 1, episode 4 W: Bob
Kelljan A million dollars worth of pure cocaine is missing after a huge drug bust, and Starsky and Hutch are
accused of "going into business" by a narcotics kingpin and by members of the police department. The Fix
Season 1, episode 5 W: Starsky goes on a frantic search for Hutch, who has been abducted and strung out on
heroin by a jealous mobster whose ex-girlfriend has become romantically involved with Hutch. Death Notice
Season 1, episode 6 W: William Crain Two strippers are murdered after getting warning notes from a timid
man who claims he sent the notes after overhearing a phone conversation in which the killings were planned.
Pariah Season 1, episode 7 W: After shooting a homicidal youth, Starsky is put under heavy pressure when
two policemen are shot by a man who warns that others will die unless Starsky is punished. Kill Huggy Bear
Season 1, episode 8 W: The Bait Season 1, episode 9 W: Lady Blue Season 1, episode 10 W: Starsky and
Hutch investigate the murder of an ex-policewoman who left the force to become a go-go dancer in a sleazy
dive after ending a romance with Starsky. Season 1, episode 11 W: A corrupt industrialist orders the execution
of Captain Dobey and his family by an escaped convict who was sent to prison by the man he is sent to kill.
Starsky and Hutch are trying to nail the dockworker who killed an undercover police officer. The Deadly
Impostor Season 1, episode 13 W: Shootout Season 1, episode 14 W: Starsky and Hutch drop into an all-night
restaurant where they are seized by two gangland executioners awaiting the arrival of their target, a syndicate
chieftain. The Hostages Season 1, episode 15 W: George McCowan Starsky and Hutch try to save the lives of
a young armored car driver and his captive wife. Losing Streak Season 1, episode 16 W: A down-on-his-luck
musician runs into trouble with hoodlums when he accidentally steals new and uncirculated counterfeit bills.
Silence Season 1, episode 17 W: A cop-killing safecracker posing as a priest in charge of a halfway house for
ex-convicts leads Starsky and Hutch on a wild chase. The Omaha Tiger Season 1, episode 18 W: Starsky and
Hutch investigate the accidental death of a concessionaire at a sports area and become involved in an old
fashioned murder mystery. Jojo Season 1, episode 19 W: Starsky and Hutch clash with federal agents when
they go after a homicidal sex offender who has been given clemency. Running Season 1, episode 20 W: While
tracking a homicidal burglar who preys on street women, Starsky becomes obsessed with rehabilitating a
surviving victim. Starsky is injected with a mysterious poison from which he will die in 24 hours unless the
would-be killer is found and forced to divulge the ingredients of the drug. The Bounty Hunter Season 1,
episode 22 W: The second season starts with a two-part episode. The detectives go undercover for the Las
Vegas police to find a "Jack the Ripper"-type killer whose victims are beautiful chorus girls. George
McCowan The duo close in on the serial strangler who is singling out chorus girls. Murder At Sea Season 2,
episode 3 W: The two detectives pose as Hack and Zack, entertainment directors on a cruise ship, to
investigate a murder. Gillian Season 2, episode 5 W: A pretty girl creates a conflict between Starsky and
Hutch when Hutch falls in love with a call girl. Bust Amboy Season 2, episode 6 W: Brooks The two
detectives zero in on a gang leader and his prostitution and book-making operation. The Vampire Season 2,
episode 7 W: Bob Kelljan The two policemen investigate a series of deaths of young women who appear to
have been killed by a vampire. The Specialist Season 2, episode 8 W: Under suspicion of shooting an innocent
bystander, the wife of a government agent, Starsky and Hutch find their lives endangered. Dodsman , Nora
Marlowe Diedre. Starsky and Hutch pose as dancers to trip up an extortion ring operating out of a dancing
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studio. Vendetta Season 2, episode 10 W: Two skid row characters with a compulsion to kill set up the
detectives as their next victims. Nightmare Season 2, episode 11 W: Starsky and Hutch arrest a pair of hoods
for the rape of a retarded year-old friend of theirs, but the case is dropped. Iron Mike Season 2, episode 12 W:
A noted police captain is seen accepting an envelope from a racketeer, which leads Starsky and Hutch to
investigate how the captain compiled his incredible crime-breaking record. Little Girl Lost Season 2, episode
13 W: Williams , Paul Pepper J. A year-old girl is befriended by Hutch after he apprehends her for robbery.
Bloodbath Season 2, episode 14 W: Members of a deadly cult kidnap Starsky with the threat that he will die if
their leader is not released within 24 hours. The Psychic Season 2, episode 15 W: Starsky and Hutch visit a
questionable psychic in an attempt to locate the kidnapped daughter of the owner of a professional football
team. The Set-Up 1 Season 2, episode 16 W: George McCowan A notorious gang leader, scheduled to testify
before a grand jury, is assassinated while under the guard of Starsky and Hutch, and the confession of a young
man leads them on a trail of dead ends. The Set-Up 2 Season 2, episode 17 W: Stegner , Roger E. A deadly
series of mishaps plagues Starsky and Hutch as their investigation into the murder of a mob chieftain, who
was scheduled to testify before a grand jury, leads them to organized crime. Survival Season 2, episode 18 W:
Starsky and Hutch help their friend Huggy Bear and his sidekick get started in the private eye business. The
Committee Season 2, episode 21 W: A vigilante committee takes the law into its own hands in retaliation for
criminals being set free, and Starsky is asked to join the group. The Velvet Jungle Season 2, episode 22 W:
The murder of a pretty alien in the garment district puts Starsky and Hutch on the trail of an illegal alien
smuggling ring involving a top immigration official. A pretty country singer is plagued by phone calls from a
raspy-voiced stranger demanding money, and when the police are called in he takes out his anger on innocent
people. Murder On Stage 17 Season 2, episode 24 W: Starsky and Hutch track an ex-comedian who is killing
his old pals. Bob Kelljan Starksy and Hutch face suspension when assault charges are filed against them.
George McCowan Season premiere. Starsky and Hutch are aided in their investigation of a possible syndicate
takeover of a tropical island by two women, but are distractred by the playgirls who run the luxury hotel. Fatal
Charm Season 3, episode 3 W: Murder Ward Season 3, episode 5 W: Earl Bellamy When a series of patients
die, Starsky goes undercover as an inmate in a mental institution to find out why and how. Starsky is shocked
when a veteran policeman and lifelong friend -- who has been leading a double life -- is found dead in a sleazy
motel. The Crying Child Season 3, episode 7 W: Starsky and Hutch befriend a young lad only to learn, to their
horror, that he is a pathetic victim of parental child abuse. The Heroes Season 3, episode 8 W: A news reporter
covering the police beat finds the unorthodox methods used by Starsky and Hutch to be objectionable and
unsympathetic -- until she finds herself face to face with a nervous gunman. The Plague 1 Season 3, episode 9
W: Kaufman , Frank Marth Dr. Anderson , Walter Mathews Lt. Hutch contracts a deadly virus when he and
Starsky race against time to find the carrier who is an international hit man. The Plague 2 Season 3, episode 10
W:
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-Paula McGee, PhD, an ordained minister and winner of two NCAA women s basketball titles This book is ready for
prime time, baby! Fr. Riehle was as special as they come.

Used by arrangement with Hips Road. Choreography by Twyla Tharp Music: This must-see spectacle is a
dynamic display of order in breathtaking chaos. Community members are invited to perform in this interactive
piece. Participation is first-come, first-served. Be a part of performance art history in the making! Selya went
on to join American Ballet Theatre, where he danced and choreographed. Following his departure from A. He
directed and starred in the national tour of Come Fly Away and in , he staged the work for the Royal Danish
Ballet where it became an audience favorite and broke box office records. Rika Okamoto, originally from
Japan, moved to the U. Okamoto first danced for Tharp in She appeared in numerous commercials, television
shows and films, including the film Across the Universe, directed by Julie Taymore. She was chosen by
Steven Spielberg to play the title role for his pre-production project. Today he dances and sets works for
Twyla Tharp all around the world. Ron Todorowski is originally from Pittsburgh and has had a diverse career
in concert, musical theater and com- mercial dance. He was most recently part of the original cast of Finding
Neverland on Broadway. Daniel Baker was born in Newcastle, Australia. Amy Ruggiero New York: Lowery
has had the privilege to work with many renowned choreographers, including Christopher Wheeldon and
Susan Stroman, and is thrilled to be working with the incomparable Twyla Tharp. Ramona Kelley is originally
from California, where she began her training at Berkeley Ballet Theater under the direction of Sally Streets.
She is a National Foundation for the Advancement of the Arts scholarship award winner and she holds a B.
Reed Tankersley is a native of the San Francisco Bay Area, where he began his dance training at the age of 5.
Tankersley has had the pleasure of working and performing internationally in works by Peter Chu, Gustavo
Ramirez Sansano and Johannes Weiland. Working with Twyla for the past year has truly been an honor and he
is very excited to be a part of her 50th Anniversary Celebration. Nicholas Coppula was born in Pittsburgh, Pa.
After high school, he joined Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre for eight years. She began her career with Ohio Ballet
where she danced for four seasons. She then went to dance for eight seasons with Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre as
a soloist. Savannah Lowery was born in Largo, Fla. In Lowery officially joined the Company as a member of
the corps de ballet. In she was promoted to the rank of soloist after her performance as the Dewdrop 18
Kaitlyn Gilliland began her dance training at the Minnesota Dance Theatre and continued her studies at the
School of American Ballet. Eric Otto was born and raised in Westchester, N. He has most recently appeared
on Broadway in The Phantom of the Opera. He has received three Tony Awards and has been nominated 18
times. He has collaborated with Woody Allen on 28 films, including costume design for Zelig and production
design for Radio Days and Bullets Over Broadway, for which he received Academy Award nominations.
Klebanoff, and The John F. Mellon Foundation, with additional support from the National Endowment for the
Arts. Since becoming a lighting designer in , Stephen Terry, Technical Director his work has included designs
for dance, ballet, opera, theBillie Pierce, Wardrobe Supervisor ater and symphony concerts. The two girls also
sang with a group called Los Loquibambla, a combo that specialized in a Cubanized version of the bossa nova
with touches of American jazz. Portuondo toured with the group for 15 years before recording her first solo
album, Magia Negra, in She stayed with the quartet for several more years before launching her solo career in
Her awards and accolades have been numerous and most recently include a Latin Grammy for her solo album,
Gracias. In three years he was discharged and travelled with Siembra Cultural, later renamed Grupo Yarabi.
Eventually he settled in Havana and became a permanent member of Orquesta Cubana de Cuerdas. Later, he
joined Celina Gonzalez and her Grupo Campoalegre as their musical director; at the same time, he was
featured with Grupo Manguare, recording and touring with both groups. Both ensembles won a number of
awards, including a Grammy for the Buena Vista Social Club album in Since the Buena Vista project, Torres
has continued with his solo career, touring around the world with his group. In he released his second album,
Barbarito Torres. Bob Weinman Program Beethoven: Sonata in D Major for Violin and Piano, op. Andante
con moto Rondo: Quasi lento Presto ma non troppo Falla: Csardas Program subject to change About the
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Program Beethoven In his adopted city he studied with Haydn and Salieri among others and quickly
established a reputation as a virtuoso pianist. At first he wrote primarily for piano his first 10 opus numbers
include eight piano sonatas , but he wrote for strings too, and in he composed his first violin sonatas, a set of
three works which he published as his Opus While the second movement is marked Adagio, it shares the
restless mood of the first. The piano has the quiet main theme, but the music seems to be in continuous motion
before coming to a quiet close. The first movement is marked Allegro con brio, with the emphasis on the con
brio: A flowing second theme brings some relief, but the principal impression is of energy boiling up off the
page, and the movement ends with the same massive chord that opened it. It dances gracefully, skittering
easily between G major and G minor. Out of this calm, the concluding Allegro molto suddenly explodes â€”
the violin takes off on the flurry of sixteenth-notes that will propel the finale on its dynamic way. This is by far
the most extroverted of the movements, and it holds a number of surprises: The second movement is a set of
variations. The piano introduces the song-like theme, which is then repeated by the violin. The high-spirited
finale is a rondo whose central theme is energized by off-the-beat accents. Beethoven teases the audience
nicely just before the rush to the close. At age 50, he was at the height of his powers. In that same year he
wrote his Wedding Cake Waltz, and the following year he would write two of his most famous works: The
structure of the sonata is unusual. It has four movements, but the first and second are connected, as are the
third and fourth, dividing the sonata into two extended parts. Beneath its quiet surface, the movement feels
constantly restless. The list of dedicatees includes some very distinguished names â€” Szigeti, Kreisler,
Enesco and Thibaud â€” as well as two whose fame has not survived: Matthew Crickboom and Manuel
Quiroga. The two became friends and colleagues and often played string quartets together at informal
gatherings. Though the titles might have come right out of Bach, the slow-slow-fast sequence of movements
does not. The finale is the most overtly Bach-like of the three movements: Rather than being in the binary
form Bach favored for such movements, this one is in ternary form, and its middle section recalls the opening
Allemande. His Seven Popular Spanish Songs, completed in Paris in , was his final work before his departure.
It comes from a period of unusual creativity: In arranging that collection of songs, Falla took the
unaccompanied melodic line of seven Spanish popular or folk songs and harmonized them himself,
occasionally rewriting or expanding the original melodic line to suit his own purposes. Several years later the
Polish violinist Paul Kochanski arranged six of the songs â€” with the approval of the composer â€” for violin
and piano and published them as Suite Populaire Espagnole Kochanski also rearranged the order of the
movements in his arrangement. Asturiana Andante tranquillo is a tune from Asturia, a province in the
northwest part of Spain. Here the violin, muted throughout, plays the melodic line above a quiet sixteenth-note
accompaniment. Jota Allegro vivo is the best-known part of the suite. A jota is a dance in triple time from
northern Spain, sometimes accompanied by castanets. Slow sections alternate with fast here, and the extensive
use of chorded pizzicatos may be intended to imitate the sound of castanets. Nana Calmo e sostenuto is an
arrangement of an old Andalusian cradle song, Falla said that hearing this melody sung to him by his mother
was his earliest memory. The violin is muted throughout, and the piano accompaniment is quietly syncopated.
Polo Vivo is a specific form: Csardas In its original form, a csardas or czardas was an old Hungarian
folk-dance, usually constructed in several sections set at different tempos. The form occasionally crossed over
into classical music: Trained as a violinist, Monti achieved some fame as a conductor and also composed
ballets and operettas, but the Csardas, which dates from , is his only composition to survive today. It is an
excellent example of the form, and in its version for violin and piano this music nicely evokes the spirit of
gypsy violin-playing. Monti then leads this theme through a series of episodes at sharply-contrasting tempos
â€” sometimes the music is languid and sensual; sometimes it is fiery and virtuosic. It is also terrific violin
music, calling for passages played entirely in artificial harmonics, rapid passagework and some gorgeous
lyricism. Music this attractive has appealed to many different musicians. Chen has released three critically
acclaimed albums on Sony: Chen continues to win the admiration of fans and fellow musicians worldwide. On
Bastille Day in , he joined Daniele Gatti and the Orchestre National de France for a televised concert on the
Champs-de-Mars in Paris in front of an audience of more than ,
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Oh, those wacky pseudo-free-market government-backed until it bites them in the ass entrepreneurs! Hell,
they probably already have! Sure, up until now it has been things like counterfeit CDs, DVDs, VHS tapes,
designer bags and shoes, designer clothing, home and personal electronics, software, toys and automotive
parts. It was fake Cartier necklaces, fake Rolex watches, fake Zippo lighters, fake Marlboro cigarettes, fake
ball cards, fake copier toner and fake appliances. If it had a high-recognition brand or label attached to it, you
can rest assured that some pallid imitation of the product was being mass produced, stuffed into shipping
containers, and deposited at the Port of Long Beach among others for distribution to department stores, back
alleys and flea market stalls across this entire country. And we knew it. And the store owners knew it. And our
watchdog agencies knew it. And our appointed officials knew it. And our elected officials knew it. And we did
nothing. We gave them Most Favored Nation trade status. Damned glad to have you, China. But Damn, this
all will sure make MondoMart just love us and you know how they show their love, too. Sure, you might be
mugged by a jealous cross-dresser for flashing that pair of vicious knock-off Prada pumps after dark in a
trendy neighborhood revitalization area. You may even think yourself the proud owner of the new Nine Inch
Nails cd only to find out that instead of Trent Rasnor all of the vocals have been re-dubbed by a poor Elvis
Presley imitator. Sadly, that is not the case any more. These things can kill you, and dead is dead. Not three
hundred percent. That merely triples it. And this product is a necessity for persons in certain medical
situations, which makes it something for which there is a consistent demand. What on earth would make
anyone think that a Three Thousand Percent profit margin was so inadequate that they would taint, adulterate,
dilute, stretch and otherwise alter a medication or similar compound? And it has Most Favored Nation status.
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The population was 8, at the census on an area of only 1. The altitude ranges from feet near Glenside
Memorial Hall to feet on Sunset, the majority of Glenside is around feet in elevation, it is feet at the
intersection of Waverly and Easton roads, the center of Glenside. As of the census, the CDP was The
population density was 6, The racial makeup of the CDP was Hispanic or Latino of any race were 1. The
average household size was 2. In the CDP, the population was out, with The median age was 36 years, for
every females there were For every females age 18 and over, there were Glenside is located at about a minute
drive to downtown Philadelphia,2 hours to New York City,2 hours to the Pocono Mountains, and 1. The
Appalachian Mountains run through its middle, Pennsylvania is the 33rd largest, the 5th most populous, and
the 9th most densely populated of the 50 United States. The states five most populous cities are Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Allentown, Erie, the state capital, and its ninth-largest city, is Harrisburg. Pennsylvania has miles
of shoreline along Lake Erie and the Delaware Estuary. The state is one of the 13 original founding states of
the United States, it came into being in as a result of a land grant to William Penn. Part of Pennsylvania,
together with the present State of Delaware, had earlier been organized as the Colony of New Sweden and it
was the second state to ratify the United States Constitution, on December 12, Independence Hall, where the
United States Declaration of Independence and United States Constitution were drafted, is located in the states
largest city of Philadelphia, during the American Civil War, the Battle of Gettysburg, was fought in the south
central region of the state. Valley Forge near Philadelphia was General Washingtons headquarters during the
winter of â€” Pennsylvania is miles north to south and miles east to west, of a total 46, square miles,44, square
miles are land, square miles are inland waters, and square miles are waters in Lake Erie. It is the 33rd largest
state in the United States, Pennsylvania has 51 miles of coastline along Lake Erie and 57 miles of shoreline
along the Delaware Estuary. Cities include Philadelphia, Reading, Lebanon and Lancaster in the southeast,
Pittsburgh in the southwest, the tri-cities of Allentown, Bethlehem, the northeast includes the former
anthracite coal mining communities of Scranton, Wilkes-Barre, Pittston City, and Hazleton. Straddling two
major zones, the majority of the state, with the exception of the corner, has a humid continental climate. The
largest city, Philadelphia, has characteristics of the humid subtropical climate that covers much of Delaware.
Moving toward the interior of the state, the winter climate becomes colder, the number of cloudy days
increase. Western areas of the state, particularly locations near Lake Erie, can receive over inches of snowfall
annually, the state may be subject to severe weather from spring through summer into fall. Tornadoes occur
annually in the state, sometimes in large numbers, the Tuscarora Nation took up temporary residence in the
central portion of Pennsylvania ca. Both the Dutch and the English claimed both sides of the Delaware River
as part of their lands in America 3. United States â€” Forty-eight of the fifty states and the federal district are
contiguous and located in North America between Canada and Mexico. The state of Alaska is in the northwest
corner of North America, bordered by Canada to the east, the state of Hawaii is an archipelago in the
mid-Pacific Ocean. It is one of the worlds most ethnically diverse and multicultural nations, paleo-Indians
migrated from Asia to the North American mainland at least 15, years ago. European colonization began in the
16th century, the United States emerged from 13 British colonies along the East Coast. On July 4,, during the
course of the American Revolutionary War, the war ended in with recognition of the independence of the
United States by Great Britain, representing the first successful war of independence against a European
power. The current constitution was adopted in , after the Articles of Confederation, the first ten amendments,
collectively named the Bill of Rights, were ratified in and designed to guarantee many fundamental civil
liberties. During the second half of the 19th century, the American Civil War led to the end of slavery in the
country. By the end of century, the United States extended into the Pacific Ocean. The end of the Cold War
and the dissolution of the Soviet Union in left the United States as the sole superpower. It ranks highly in
several measures of performance, including average wage, human development, per capita GDP. New York
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state â€” New York is a state in the northeastern United States, and is the 27th-most extensive, fourth-most
populous, and seventh-most densely populated U. With an estimated population of 8. Both the state and New
York City were named for the 17th-century Duke of York, the next four most populous cities in the state are
Buffalo, Rochester, Yonkers, and Syracuse, while the state capital is Albany. New York has a diverse
geography and these more mountainous regions are bisected by two major river valleysâ€”the north-south
Hudson River Valley and the east-west Mohawk River Valley, which forms the core of the Erie Canal. The
central part of the state is dominated by the Finger Lakes, New York had been inhabited by tribes of
Algonquian and Iroquoian-speaking Native Americans for several hundred years by the time the earliest
Europeans came to New York. The first Europeans to arrive were French colonists and Jesuit missionaries
who arrived southward from settlements at Montreal for trade, the British annexed the colony from the Dutch
in The borders of the British colony, the Province of New York, were similar to those of the present-day state,
New York is home to the Statue of Liberty, a symbol of the United States and its ideals of freedom,
democracy, and opportunity. In the 21st century, New York has emerged as a node of creativity and
entrepreneurship, social tolerance. Verrazzano described it as a vast coastline with a delta in which every kind
of ship could pass and he adds. This vast sheet of water swarmed with native boats and he landed on the tip of
Manhattan and possibly on the furthest point of Long Island. Verrazannos stay was interrupted by a storm
which pushed him north towards Marthas Vineyard, in French traders from New France built a chateau on
Castle Island, within present-day Albany, due to flooding, it was abandoned the next year. In , the Dutch under
the command of Hendrick Corstiaensen, rebuilt the French chateau, Fort Nassau was the first Dutch settlement
in North America, and was located along the Hudson River, also within present-day Albany. The small fort
served as a trading post and warehouse, located on the Hudson River flood plain, the rudimentary fort was
washed away by flooding in , and abandoned for good after Fort Orange was built nearby in Henry Hudsons
voyage marked the beginning of European involvement with the area, sailing for the Dutch East India
Company and looking for a passage to Asia, he entered the Upper New York Bay on September 11 of that
year 5. African Americans â€” African Americans are an ethnic group of Americans with total or partial
ancestry from any of the Black racial groups of Africa. The term may also be used to only those individuals
who are descended from enslaved Africans. As a compound adjective the term is usually hyphenated as
African-American, Black and African Americans constitute the third largest racial and ethnic group in the
United States. Most African Americans are of West and Central African descent and are descendants of
enslaved peoples within the boundaries of the present United States. On average, African Americans are of
The overwhelming majority of African immigrants identify instead with their own respective ethnicities,
immigrants from some Caribbean, Central American and South American nations and their descendants may
or may not also self-identify with the term. After the founding of the United States, black people continued to
be enslaved, believed to be inferior to white people, they were treated as second-class citizens. The
Naturalization Act of limited U. The first African slaves arrived via Santo Domingo to the San Miguel de
Gualdape colony, the ill-fated colony was almost immediately disrupted by a fight over leadership, during
which the slaves revolted and fled the colony to seek refuge among local Native Americans. The first recorded
Africans in British North America were 20 and odd negroes who came to Jamestown, as English settlers died
from harsh conditions, more and more Africans were brought to work as laborers. Typically, young men or
women would sign a contract of indenture in exchange for transportation to the New World, the landowner
received 50 acres of land from the state for each servant purchased from a ships captain. An indentured servant
would work for years without wages. The status of indentured servants in early Virginia and Maryland was
similar to slavery, servants could be bought, sold, or leased and they could be physically beaten for
disobedience or running away. Africans could legally raise crops and cattle to purchase their freedom and they
raised families, married other Africans and sometimes intermarried with Native Americans or English settlers.
By the s and s, several African families owned farms around Jamestown and some became wealthy by colonial
standards and purchased indentured servants of their own. In , the Virginia General Court recorded the earliest
documentation of slavery when they sentenced John Punch. Actor â€” An actor is a person who portrays a
character in a performance. Simplistically speaking, the person denominated actor or actress is someone
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beautiful who plays important characters, the actor performs in the flesh in the traditional medium of the
theatre, or in modern mediums such as film, radio, and television. Interpretation occurs even when the actor is
playing themselves, as in forms of experimental performance art, or, more commonly, to act, is to create.
Formerly, in societies, only men could become actors. When used for the stage, women played the roles of
prepubescent boys. The etymology is a derivation from actor with ess added. However, when referring to more
than one performer, of both sexes, actor is preferred as a term for male performers. Actor is also used before
the name of a performer as a gender-specific term. Within the profession, the re-adoption of the term dates to
the â€”s. As Whoopi Goldberg put it in an interview with the paper, Im an actor â€” I can play anything. In ,
the Los Angeles Times stated that Actress remains the term used in major acting awards given to female
recipients. However, player remains in use in the theatre, often incorporated into the name of a group or
company, such as the American Players. Also, actors in improvisational theatre may be referred to as players,
prior to Thespis act, Grecian stories were only expressed in song, dance, and in third person narrative. In
honor of Thespis, actors are commonly called Thespians, the exclusively male actors in the theatre of ancient
Greece performed in three types of drama, tragedy, comedy, and the satyr play. Western theatre developed and
expanded considerably under the Romans, as the Western Roman Empire fell into decay through the 4th and
5th centuries, the seat of Roman power shifted to Constantinople and the Byzantine Empire. Records show
that mime, pantomime, scenes or recitations from tragedies and comedies, dances, from the 5th century,
Western Europe was plunged into a period of general disorder 7. Television â€” Television or TV is a
telecommunication medium used for transmitting moving images in monochrome, or in color, and in two or
three dimensions and sound. The term can refer to a set, a television program. Television is a medium for
entertainment, education, news, politics, gossip. Television became available in experimental forms in the late
s. After World War II, a form of black-and-white TV broadcasting became popular in the United States and
Britain, and television sets became commonplace in homes, businesses. During the s, television was the
medium for influencing public opinion. In the mids, color broadcasting was introduced in the US, for many
reasons, the storage of television and video programming now occurs on the cloud. At the end of the first
decade of the s, digital television transmissions greatly increased in popularity, another development was the
move from standard-definition television to high-definition television, which provides a resolution that is
substantially higher. In the near future, LEDs are gradually expected to be replaced by OLEDs, also, major
manufacturers have announced that they will increasingly produce smart TVs in the mids. Smart TVs with
integrated Internet and Web 2. Alternatively television signals are distributed by cable or optical fiber, satellite
systems and. Until the early s, these were transmitted as analog signals, a standard television set is composed
of multiple internal electronic circuits, including a tuner for receiving and decoding broadcast signals. The
Anglicised version of the term is first attested in and it was. In the 19th century and early 20th century, other.
The abbreviation TV is from , the use of the term to mean a television set dates from 8. Film â€” A film, also
called a movie, motion picture, theatrical film or photoplay, is a series of still images which, when shown on a
screen, creates the illusion of moving images due to the phi phenomenon.
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